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Abstract:
After having celebrated our first 500K views in our Journal, we would like to thank all our readers and authors for their informative contribution and their interest in sharing knowledge with the world. As you may know, another way to share information with the World and connect with each other is our Demetrios Prizes every year. This month was all around this event and the awards of the winner who had submitted their works from many countries around the world.
After having celebrated our first 500K views in our Journal, we would like to thank all our readers and authors for their informative contribution and their interest in sharing knowledge with the world. Moreover, June was a very important month while our editors have had the opportunity to select the Thesis for our yearly Demetrios Prizes. Concerning this last issue, a total of 6 articles were published in June belonging to the areas of medicine, architecture, and cultural arts, as well as topics in the field of social and politics

NEWS & VIEWS
As you may know, another way to share information with the World and connect with each other is our Demetrios Prizes every year. This month was all around this event and the awards of the winner who had submitted their works from many countries around the world. The article “DEMETRIOS PRIZE 2019. The Winners!” present a list with the works that are receiving the Demetrios Prizes 2019 this year. Another article of this category is “Bright minds for a better world! Demetrios Prize 2019“ which is an invitation to those who are interested in being part of the beautiful evening.

VISUAL ARTS, ARCHITECTURE, AND LITERATURE
In this category, we find another wonderful article of Lizdaribeth Torrealba, from Venezuela, entitled “The Natural and Cultural Heritage of Humanity - La Herencia Natural y Cultural de la Humanidad”. Her work is a research study on the need to raise awareness about the care of the manifestations that conform to our natural and cultural heritage and is based under the vision of UNESCO and the conservationist incidence of the Burra Charter (1979) and the Venice Charter (1964).

MEDICINE & BIOLOGIE
“The Principles of Cancer: A Metaphor of Life?” was presented by Alexandros Spyridonidis and Roland Mertelsmann in affiliation with the University of Patras, Greece. They propose entropy as the continuous-time stochastic principle (carcinogen) that forces to create the “parts” (mutations) and dictates them to reconstitute the
“whole” (cancer). Artificial intelligence can help us to capture this “big picture” of cancer and to develop cancer therapies towards decreasing, instead of increasing, cellular entropy.

SOCIAL & LAW

“Between Military Resistance and Democratic Consolidation Epochs: Is Nigeria’s Civil Society Still Vibrant or Docile?” is the name of the work presented by two authors from Nigeria, Mike Omilusi and Olumuyiwa Amao. This paper interrogates the historical role of the civil society in Nigeria’s political trajectory spanning through two fundamental epochs—military and democratic. Drawing inferences from a number of historical and comparative approaches, it argues that there is a seeming lull in civil society activism in Nigeria, since its return to democratic rule in 1999. This complacency, the paper argues, appears inextricably linked to Nigeria’s prevailing social, political and economic environment, in contrast to what obtained under military rule. The second article of this category was entitled „Normative model of special relations. Moral justification of ancillary care obligations towards subjects participating in clinical research.”. It was presented by Yanina Fontana, from Argentina, and has as an objective to propose a new normative model of moral justification and to include it in the set of already existing normative models, which deliberate on whether or not there is an obligation of auxiliary attention of the researcher towards the individual participant of biomedical research. The term "ancillary care" refers to the health care that clinical research participants need, but that is not related to the safety or scientific validity of the research, nor is it related to the management ("redress") of harm caused to participants.

We are happy to carry on a successful way with all your support and hope to have a wonderful Sommer overflowing with endless interesting articles from all over the world. Together, we have achieved so much exile in such a short time. Therefore, we thank you and promise to continue to work to connect more authors around the world and continue to share important knowledge, because the knowledge that is not communicated is wasted knowledge!

The Editorial Board and everybody in JOSHA would like to thank our readers and authors for supporting this project. We wish all our readers a joyful reading experience at JOSHA!
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